Hiking Island Mallorca

Varied hikes, Mallorcan specialities & charming accommodation.
9 days: 12.09.2022 - 20.09.2022 (small group, max. 15 participants)
The overview
A small, fine active tour with a local Mallorcan tour guide:
the five varied hikes show the beauties of Mallorca. The
island’s culinary delights are not neglected either: a Mallorcan picnic with grandiose scenery, a wine tasting with
tapas in a family-run winery, a rustic paella meal, a tapas
meal in a small dreamy seaside town, dinner in a chilledout bar, lunch in a beach pub and a traditional rice-seafood
dish during a relaxed boat trip are all included. Overnight
stays in a former monastery with panoramic views, in small
charming old town accommodation and in a modern
boutiquehotel near the sea make this trip a special one.

has been renovated and converted into a small hotel. Dinner
and overnight at the Hotel Sant Salvador Hostatgeria***. (A)
Day 2 Hike: To the Castillo de Santueri
We can watch the sunrise from our rooms (weather permitting). Our hike, starting from the hotel, leads over hills
and through pine forests to the castle ruins of Santueri. The
fantastic view of the south-east coast of Mallorca to the
island of Cabrera is also the perfect backdrop for our picnic. After visiting the Castillo de Santueri, the bus takes us
back to the monastery hill with a short detour and a walk
along the picturesque marina of Cala d’Or. Dinner and
overnight at the Hotel Sant Salvador Hostatgeria***. (B,P,A)
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Day 3 Hike: Santa Eurgenia. Wine tasting with tapas
This day also starts with a dream view towards the sun.
Then we leave the southeast and head into the island’s
interior. Today we hike in the Santa Eugenia region, the
“cradle of Mallorcan wine”. On the way, we taste local wines
and tapas in a small family-run winery. Our hotel today is
located in the north of Mallorca, in the charming old town
of Alcudia. Overnight stay at Hotel Alcudia Petit/Can Vent/
Can Simo***(*). (B,T)
Approx. 8 km, pure walking time: 4.5 hrs, medium, 60 hm ↑
80 hm ↓
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The travel itinerary
Day 1 With Luxair to the south
Shuttle service to Luxembourg Airport, Luxair departs for
the south at 11.40am and we land in Palma de Mallorca at
1.40pm. Our local tour guide welcomes us with a warm
“Hola!”, then we drive together to Felanitx and stroll through
the alleys of the picturesque small town at the foot of the
Serra de Levant. Our accommodation for the next two days
is a former monastery high up on the summit of Puig Sant
Salvador (510 m above sea level). The venerable building
with one of the most beautiful panoramic views in Mallorca
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Day 4 Hike: Lluc Monastery. Paella
The spiritual centre of the island has been a destination
for pilgrims since the 13th century, as it houses the miraculous Black Madonna. From Caimari at the foot of
the imposing Tramuntana mountains, we hike through
sparse forests and along old paths up to the Lluc monastery, with fantastic views of the wild mountains of Mallorca. Before we visit the monastery, we fortify ourselves
with a paella in a family-run restaurant. Overnight stay
at Hotel Alcudia Petit/Can Vent/Can Simo***(*). (B,M)
Approx.11 km, pure walking time: 4 hrs, medium, 430 hm ↑
40 hm ↓
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Day 5 Formentor hike. Boat trip through the bay of Pollensa
On the wooded peninsula of Formentor, we hike to Cala
Murta, a beautiful bay with crystal-clear water. There the
boat is waiting to take us on a cruise through the bay of Pollensa. During the four-hour trip there are opportunities for
swimming, snorkelling and kayaking. At lunchtime we eat
Arroz-Brut, a traditional seafood rice dish, on board. After
disembarking, we stroll along the promenade of Pollensa. We have dinner in a chilled-out bar in Cala de S’Illot - a
fitting end to this wonderfully relaxing day. Overnight stay
at Hotel Alcudia Petit/Can Vent/Can Simo***(*). (B,M,A)
Approx.6 km, pure walking time: 2.5 hrs, easy, 0 Hm ↑ 0 Hm ↓
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Day 7 Market day in Pollensa. Walk along the beach in
Son Baulo
Sunday is market day in Pollensa, a small town in the hinterland. The many market stalls around the Placa Major
offer almost exclusively local products. We are amazed at
the variety of air-dried salami, traditional Balearic cheeses, tasty fruit, organically grown vegetables and breads
from the stone oven. We return to the sea. After lunch in
a cosy restaurant on the beach of San Baulo, we hike
along the coast to the necropolis of Son Real. Overnight
stay at the boutique hotel Llaut****, Can Picafort. (B,M)
Approx. 5 km, pure walking time: 2 hrs, easy, 0 Hm ↑ 0 Hm ↓
Day 8 Hike: Colonya de Sant Pere. Tapas on the promenade
Our circular hike in the northeast of Mallorca leads
along the Serra de Llevante. The area is still very unspoilt, there are no large hotels or tourist beaches. Colonya de Sant Pere, a small Spanish holiday resort, also
enchants with its peace and serenity. A few small cafés
and tapas bars line the promenade - a perfect place for a
typical Mallorcan tapas meal right by the sea! Overnight
stay at the boutique hotel Llaut****, Can Picafort. (B,T)
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Day 9 Depending on flight time, beach fun in Can Picafort, home with Luxair
Check-out in the morning. Depending on the flight schedule,
there is plenty of time to do your own thing. For example, for
an extended beach walk along the bay or through the nearby
nature reserve “Parc Natural de s’Albufeira de Mallorca”. Or for
a beach day. In the early evening transfer to Palma de Mallorca
airport for the return flight with Luxair at 20.40 hrs. Arrival in
Luxembourg at 22.40, shuttle service to place of residence. (F)
F=breakfast, M=lunch, T=tapas dinner, P=picnic, A=dinner.
Programme and flight times are subject to change.
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Day 6 Free time. Optional: Cycling tour with picnic
You can spend today at your own pace (check-out at 12.00
hrs). The narrow alleys of the old town invite you to take a
stroll and you can cycle almost completely around the historic centre on the medieval city wall. Alternatively, there is the
possibility to go on an excursion by bike (approx. 35km, easy,
surcharge 69,00 € p.p., bookable in advance): on low-traffic
country and coastal roads you will explore the Alcudia region.
On the way, a small beach with crystal clear water tempts
you to take a swim while a delicious picnic is prepared for us.
Around 15.00 hrs we drive together to Can Picafort. Overnight stay at the boutique hotel Llaut****, Can Picafort. (F)
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Included in the tour price
• Shuttle service from/to place of residence (Luxembourg
and border areas).
• Flights with Luxair Luxembourg - Palma de Mallorca - Luxembourg (Economy Class, incl. 23kg baggage)
• Airport taxes & paraffin 20,00 € (as of 03/2022)
• CO² compensation of the flights
• 2 nights (standard room) in the former monastery Sant Salvador Hostatgeria incl. breakfast and dinner
• 3 nights (standard room) in the old town hotel (turismo
interior) Petit Alcudia/Can Vent/Can Simo in Alcudia, incl.
breakfast
• 3 nights (standard room) at Llaut Boutiquehotel**** in Can
Picafort, including breakfast
• All transfers as listed
• 5 walks
• 1 boat trip in the bay of Pollensa incl. lunch
• 1x picnic, 1x paella meal, 1x tapas meal
• 1x wine tasting with tapas, 1x lunch in a restaurant in San
Baulo, 1x dinner in the chill-out bar in Cala S’Illot
• Local German and English speaking tour guide
The prices
In double room: € 1,695.00 p.p.
In a double room for single use: € 2,015.00 p.p.
(minimum number of participants 12)
Bicycle excursion including picnic (day 6): € 65.00 p.p.
(minimum number of participants seven)

The accommodations
Former monastery “Sant Salvador Hostatgeria” near
Felanitx
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The grandiose Sant Salvador Hostatgeria is a unique place
on Mallorca with a dreamlike panoramic view over the island and the coast. All rooms of the former, completely renovated monastery (built in 1348) on the summit of the 510m
high Puig de Sant Salvador look out over the sea. You can
therefore watch the sunrise (weather permitting) from almost all rooms - a contemplative start to the day! The 12m2
twin rooms are simply and functionally furnished - in keeping with the monastery style - and have heating, a bathroom
with shower/WC and hairdryer, and a desk. The free WiFi is
definitely modern. However, such accommodation is difficult to classify with earthly stars, but in clear skies it gets
millions of stars.
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This trip includes five moderately difficult hikes. For these,
sturdy hiking boots with a good tread that reach above the
ankle are necessary, as well as a small backpack to carry a windbreaker, sunscreen, headgear, sunglasses and a 1l
drinking bottle. Hiking poles are useful for the ascents and
descents, but are not absolutely necessary. We cannot accept any liability for possible hiking accidents.

Room example
„Turismo interior“ Alcudia Petit – Can Vent – Can Simo
in Alcudia

This hiking tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility. If the case arises, please let us know the nature of
your mobility restriction before booking and clarify with us
whether we can meet your individual needs.
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Room example
Turismo interior” is the name given to small hotels with a
great atmosphere, often housed in old buildings steeped in
history. These three related accommodations within walking distance of each other in the picturesque old town of Alcudia charm with their unique fusion of different ambiences
(Alcudia Petit and Can Vent modern, Can Simo rustic) - not
to mention the location, which allows for a stroll through

the historic alleys or a drink in the café around the corner at
any time. The stylish 16m2 double rooms with city view are
modernly furnished (bathroom with WC/bathtub or shower and hairdryer, air conditioning, heating, sound insulation,
wooden/parquet floor, wardrobe, telephone, SAT TV/flat
screen, minibar/gg. fee and free WiFi). If we had to give stars
here, the ambience would get a few hundred stars and the
comparison with international hotel categories a clear 3.5*.

Llaut Boutiquehotel in Can Picafort
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Room example

Mediterranean life in pure style. You can’t help but love this
charming hotel in Can Picafort, close to the small marina
and just a few minutes’ walk from Son Baulo and Son Real
beaches. The skylounge is perfect for a cocktail with panoramic views of the sea and mountains opposite - especially
at sunset. The stylish fish restaurant “Marisco” promises great
gastronomic moments and the modern boutique style double/twin rooms of approx. 26m2 offer bathroom with WC/
bathtub or shower and hairdryer, air conditioning, heating,
sound insulation, wooden/parquet floor, wardrobe, SAT TV/
flat screen, safe and minibar/gg. Fee and free WiFi. According to Spanish classification, the Llaut Boutiquehotel gets
four stars - from us too!
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Room example
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Entry to Spain/Mallorca (as of 06/2022):
For EU citizens with a valid identity card. When entering
Spain from all EU and Schengen-associated states, it is currently no longer necessary to present COVID-19-related
proof (neither EU COVID certificate nor Spain Travel Health
Portal entry form). Checks may still be carried out by the
health authorities upon entry. We would like to point out
that - depending on the Covid-19 situation - the regulations
may change.

121, route de Luxembourg • L-6562 Echternach
E. info@bollig-tours.lu • T. +352 72 97 22 1
W. www.bollig-tours.lu
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